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CHAPTER 9

Language and identity

Suzanne LaBelle

9.1 INTBODUCTION

Language is one of the ways in which we order the world around us. lt is

also central to how we create and reinforce our view of ourselves and others.

This chapter looks at the ways in which identity is created and reflected

through language use and how we can use language to highlight or

downplay certain aspects of identity. we look at how setting and relation-

ships can influence how we use language to show our identity. we then

closely examine identity creation and reception, s'tyle and language varia-

tion. We also discuss to what extent individuals act as agents, or wilful actors

in the world, in determining their personal and group representations'

9.2 WHAT IS IDENTIry?

All the topics we've looked at so far can be clearly considered to be part of

identity. while these are quite specific categories (age, gender and so on),

we find the same kinds of changes in thinking about identity as we found

when trying to define these features. ldeniity is commonly thought of as
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*:+ 
one's conception of self in the world, something solid and relatively stable.
Generally, we don't think about our identity as being something we need to
think about or worry about, but something we might have acquired in the
past and is somehow lust there'. Looking at an individual's language use,
however, reveals that we all have multiple identities. lt might be useful to
think of these identities in terms of the different relationships you have with
people. ln terms of language, our language use with our close friends and
that with strangers differ in systematic and observable ways. We all behave
di'fferently in our various social roles; we have identities as friends, as the
children of our parents, as colleagues with our workmates. Of course,
language is only one of the things that changes.

The way people present themselves to the world, and the way in which
they are perceived and evaluated by others are all relevant to the concept of
identity. lt's important to remember at the start that we have control over only
some parts of our identity. The degree to which an individual can exercise
agency, or control, in presenting him or herself to others in the world varies
according to the society they live in, the way in which their language encodes
social categories, and all of these may change over time. We can talk about
this control over certain aspects of presentation of individual identity as
agentive - that is, the parts of our identity we have control over can be said
to be agentive. Different cultures allow individuals more or less leeway in

determining their identity and having that self-determinatjon accepted by
others. For example, in the United States a person of mixed African and
European heritage would be seen by the majority culture as'African American',
There, the category of race is non-agentive for those of mixed backgrounds.

Social factors such as age, ethnicity, gender and social class, group
membership or affiliation are more or less agentive depending on the
ideology, or worldview, of the culture in which you live, For example, gender
has traditionally been a non-agentive feature of identity for most cultures;
you are expected to display a set of behaviours based on the rules thaiyour
culture had set out as appropriate for those with male and female bodies.
However, in many cultures that is changing, due to rndividuals with internal
gender identities which do not match .their culturally expected external
identities. In the UK for example, within the last decade, a person born into
a female body but who identifies as male and then undergoes gender
reassignment is able to change their birth certificate to match their
reassigned gender. ln claiming a public right to self-determination, to be
who they feel they are on the inside, individuals create new ways of express-
ing these identities. Changes in agency for a social category such as gender
are not easily accomplished. Because ideologies mean that some behav-
iours and identities are 'normal' and even 'natural', biologically determined or
morally correct, resistance to change on the basis of 'nature'are frequenily
encountered by those looking to assert alternate identity.

Age in Western cultures is, in one sense, an unambiguously non-agentive
factor of identity. One definition of age is absolute, determined by birth date
and encoded in legal systems. Behaviours which are seen as acceptable for
one age group, ii practised by another are viewed as transgressive and
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sometimes, in the case of sexual activity or consumption of alcohol, illegal

and punishable, Because the dominant ideology of a culture encodes only

some behaviours as natural, and powerful, not all identities are created

equal. However, there is some latitude in age identities, as it is possible to

act'younger'or'older'in terms of language, dress and habits.

The social theorist Pierre Bourdieu (1984) sets out the concept of

symbolic capital, or the prestige that individuals in a society gain based on

:he way they present themsel,res and through their relationships with others.

Those who conform to what a given society thinks is the 'natural ideal' way

cf behaving have more power than those judged not to conform to the
'raiural ideal'. So adopting practices that your society considers 'naturally

good or prestigious' allows you to gain symbolic capital. The negative reper-

cussions of oisplaying behaviours that are not valued by your culture is
called symbolic violence by Bourdieu. This concept describes the actions

iaken to disenfranchise and disempower those who do not ccnform to their

majority culture's ideologies. An example of this phenomenon is the success

of more middle-class students in academic contexts in relation to those

from poorer backgrounds. Bourdieu sees middle-class students as behaving,

both physically and through their use of standard language, in a way that

means their success is expected by teachers, who are also typically from the

same class background, Examining how we use language with regard to

large-scale social categories such as age, gender and class is iust one way

of approaching identity studies. By looking at what individuals do to create

and reflect their identity through language we can see the concept of

identity is multidimensional.
ldentities are multifaceted, and may change over time. What is an impor-

tant aspect of personal or group identity at one time and in one place is not

necessarily the most important piece of identity at another. As a native of New

England, I would identify wrth others from that region when interacting with

other Americans - that is, for other Americans, my New England origins are

meaningful and relevant, When interacting with people from outside of the

US, I would claim a connection with other Americans from different regions

- that is, when speaking to non-Americans, it will usually be my country of

origin that is immedlately relevant, rather than my more local identity. Likewise

with language, within the US features of my language that mark me out as a

New Englander, using 'wicked' as an adverb for example, are salient, though

outside the US, this feature would be subsumed within other linguistic varia-

bles that mark my talk as American:the use of 'elevator' instead of 'lift'together
with the pronunciation of 'r' after a vowel (post-vocalic'r'). ln this way, contexi

can help determine which aspects of identity we choose to focus on.

9.3 REPRESENTING YOURSETF THROUGH LANGUAGE:
DIALEGT AND IDENTITY

Using certain pronunciations, terms or grammatical constructions can mark

out individuals as being from a certain class (see Chapter B), geographic
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area (see Chapter B), ethnicity (see Chapter 6), gender (see Chapter b) or
age group (see Chapter 7). Additionally, looking at how geography and
language interact helps to show how identity is relaied to language use.
Some of these features are things we may not be aware of rn olr own
speech; however, other people will hear them and may make assumptions
about us and associate us with particular identities.

lf we consider geography first, and look at how linguists map differ-
ences in language, we can see how linguistic identities begin to emerge.
Dialectologists traditionally def ine geographic dialect boundaries by
looking for bundles of isoglosses. An isogloss is an idealised geographic
boundary between the use of one linguistic variable orfeature and another,
You can think of isoglosses as like llnes on a map which divide countries or
other areas; they are often represented in exactly this way. However.
isoglosses mark variation in speech raiher than being territorial boundaries.
For example, in Rhode lsland in New England in the US, the word for a
drinking fountain is a'bubbla'. Speakers in the neighbouring dialect regions
wouldn't use this term for a 'drinking fountain'. The transition area from
'bubbla' to 'drinking fountain' would form an isogloss. Boundaries such as
this may be determined by pronunciation or grammatical differences as weil,
noi just by vocabulary differences. As I acquired language in the area that
many isoglosses can be shown to define as 'Rhode lsland', part of my
linguistic identity is 'Rhode lslander'. Those who hear me use ,bubbla' and
who have the social and linguistic awareness to mark that term out as being
limited to certain geographic areas can categorise me in this way.

Bundles of features work together to present your linguistic identity to
the world, lf we take the case of 'bubbla'we can make this very clear. Whilst
an American from New England might recognise'bubbla'as a Rhode lsland
expression, the term is also used in parts of New South wales in Australia
to mean 'drinking fountain'. Simply hearing someone use this term js not
enough to know anything about where they come from; other information is
required to know whether the speaker is from Australia or New England,
features such as pronunciation and use of certain grammatical construc-
tions. Finally, use of the term won't mean anything to the hearer if they don,t
know what a 'bubbla' is or where this term is used. Labelling individuals
through their use of linguistic variables is part of a larger categorisation
system that assigns individuals to groups,

9.3.1 Group labelling

The recognition of 'bubbla' as Rhode lsland dialect brings up a very impor-
tant issue in the relationship between language and identity. lt is only
through perception by others, in an oppositional relation, that group identi-
ties can be formed. Like language itself, identity needs an audience to make
it meaningful. Claims to group membership will be assessed by those within
and without the group and the authentici'ty of the claim to that membership
will be a result of whether in-group or out-group members hold power

(see section 6.6.1),
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(see section 6.6.1). For example, an issue in US Natlve American identity
politics is whether 'blood' or 'culture' (Sturm 2002) holds more sway in

claiming the label 'Native American'. For historical reasons in the US, some
Native American communities integrated African American and White
American individuals into their societies. This leaves indivrduals in these
communities, who do not match up to some majority US culture ideas of
what a Native American is meant to look like, open to the critique ihat their
claim to that identity is not valid. At issue here is who has the right to deter-
mine an identity label (see Chapter 6). The people with power decide the
legitimacy and authenticity of claims to group labels. The power to make
these determinations is also a relative thing. While there may be legal defini-
tions of what it means to be a member of group, these may be very different
from the group's own definition. For example, the Mashantucket Pequoi
Native American community has an economically successful resort and
casino in Connecticut in the US. Membership in this Native American
community is restricted to descendants of those who officially affiliated
ihemselves through birth records with ihe community before the resort was
established in 1992. This means that there are those who may be the legal
descendants of the Pequot nation according to the US government's admin-
istrative records who are nevertheless disqualified {rom claiming that identity
due to policy within the Native American group.

Despite a general tendency to group individuals based on their language
use into social categories, the language variety that each of us speaks is
unique and subtly different to those from similar age, ethnic, geographic and

class origins. This language of the individual is called an ideolect. Part of
assessing the sociolinguistic world is how an individual measures the distance
between their own ideolect and that of those they are interacting with,

This is most obviously true when an individual has more than one
linguistic system at their disposal. Such a person would be able to code-
switch, from one system to the other, depending on their desire to be part
of or distance themselves from those around them (see section 6.8). For
example, someone who speaks both Welsh and English may choose to use
Welsh when monolingual English speakers are present. This would obviously
exclude some people from the interaction and, as such, would be a way of
disiancing the English speakers. The creation of and perception o{ group
and individual identity through language can be multilayered. ln-group and
out-group norms interact to establish categories and belonging.

t Think about words that may make up your own ideolect, or ones which

i tuy be used only by your family or friend groups. For example in my

f family we would call the 'television remote control' a 'button pusher'.

! These may be words that other people use but with a different meaning.

! List as many words as you can think which have this small community of

I use. How did you come to use them? How would you feel if others

] started using these terms?

.,.. I
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9.4 NAMING

The most obvious way in which we negotiate the world through language is
by what we choose to call ourselves. ln many cultures, names consist of a
label to show who is closely related to an individual; a label that is unique to
that individual, given by parents to children. Different cultures choose to
show different relationships through their naming practices. ln English-
speaking countries, traditionally the father's family name gets passed on to
the children as a surname, and women change their surname from their
father's to their husband's if they marry, ln many cultures special rituals are
carried out to officially name children, welcoming them into that culture. This
practice is frequently associated with a religious ritual. ln Christian churches,
a baptism asks parents and others, who receive a special relationship label
'godparent', to raise children in that faith, and announces the name of the
child to others in that religious community, In the Catholic church, children
must take a first or middle name in rnemory of a saint when baptised, and
again when confirmed as adults in the church. Jewish naming ceremonies
can involve ritualised circumcision for male children and the bestowing of a
Hebrew name on both male and female children,

lcelandic names reflect the gender of the individual in both fore and
surnames as well as paternal ancestry. So Anna J6nsdottir would be the
child of J6n Einarsson and the sister of Gunnar Jonsson, as'dottir'is
lcelandic for'daughter' and'son' for'son'. Greek names reflect gender in
fore and surnames. Children receive their father's surname, and special
endings are added to the child's surname if the child is a girl. So Eleni
Yannatou would have a brother Yannis Yannatos. Russian names include a
name derived from the father's name as a middle name, meaning 'son of'
plus their father's first name for males, and 'daughter of' for females. Names
in Arabic-speaking countries show a similar phenomenon, but for parents,
where 'father of' may be appended to a man's name if he becomes a father.

9.4.1 Access to naming

Who uses a name, and how they choose to style it is determined by social
distance, the formality of the language use situation, and the desire of speaker
to show solidarity with or separateness from, respect or disdain, for the
addressee. Typically ihis means that the closer you are socially to your inter-
locutor the more likely they will be to use a less formal version of your name.
So, your sister might call you by a nickname, but you would not expect to hear
your doctor's receptionist do so. Parents ordinarily use their child's first name
or a term of endearment when addressing their offspring, but may use their
{ull name in anger if a child has done something wrong and are to be punished,
The parent uses the full name in such cases as a way to indicate social
distance to the child, in opposition to what is usually a close relationship.

Name use may be asymmetrical when those involved want to make
power relationships obvious. Those with less power will use titles, and
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politeness markers when addressing those who they perceive to have more
power. lf you were to meei the Oueen of England you would address her as
'Ma'am' or 'your Majesty' to show respect for her status. ln many English-
speaking communities children may use 'aunt' or'uncle' plus a first name to
address adult friends of their parents, as a way to show both closeness, and
respect. 'Aunt Mary' is more familiar than 'Mrs Smith' and yet more respect-
ful than 'Mary'.

Because naming is connected to relationships, speakers may attempt
to manipulate social distance through terms of address. When a beggar
styles a request for money as 'Spare any change, mate?'they are looking to
reduce the social distance between themselves and their addressees by
choosing a term of address, 'mate', which would put them in the same social
group as their addressee. The hope is this will create feelings of solidarity in

their addressee and encourage giving.
Physical context and heightened emotional state can override social

distance norms around use of terms of address. Emergency situations will
allow politeness and deferential language norms to be ignored. So you could
address the Oueen without her title, yelling 'Hurry, move, move now!' if you
could see she was in imminent danger. Situational formality can also influ-
ence naming practices. For example, when I was an undergraduate, two of
my socrolinguistics lecturers were married to each other, ln class, they
expected us to call them by their first names. However, if they were lecturing
separately and referring to the work of their husband or wife, they would use
their spouse's full name, The formality of academic con'text overrode their
usual naming styles.

Names frequently become associated wiih certain social categories; for
example, in English-speaking cultures there are relatively few names
which can be used for both males and females, such as Alex or Sam.
Gender is usually a social category made overt in naming practices.
Think about which other social categories are made obvious through
naming, Make a list of first names of younger and older people you know.
Do any patterns emerge? What aboui social class, or ethnic origin? Are
there repercussions when names do not match up to obvious or expected
social categories? Why might that be the case?

","." ".*"--,-.".11

What might be some reasons individuals or organisations choose to .j:;,, i

change their name? Many times performers take on 'stage names': why i-,i, i

would an artist such "r J,.g"' LI;; e;s;;;"f;';";";;;; t; si"i";l ;1;,

the one her parents chose for her? lt isn't just performers who change .:i,t'
their names: journalist Kate Hilpern in the Daily Mail (19 September ii.,!
2009) discussed her name change, both first and surname, which she
took up upon turning I B, and how her father reacted negatively, saying 'l
was unprepared for my dad's devastation'. Why might this journalist's
father have felt'devastation' at his daughter's name change?
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9.5 SOCIAL RELATIONS AND GRAMMATICAL FOFM

Each language and culture chooses to encode certain social relationships
grammatically, either through morphology or special vocabulary, These
might take the shape of a codified system of address or cailing, or the
marking out of a pronoun for formal or informal use.

ln some languages the act of trying to get someone's attention from
afar involves use of a special case, a type of form change to show that the
noun is functioning in this specific way, The special form used in the ,calling.
context is known as the vocative. The vocative case is a grammaticalisation
of socially directed speech. lt is a speciar marker that tells the named person
they are being searched for or spoken to, For exampre, in porish, nouns in
the feminjne gender are suffixed with either '-o', '-u, or ,-i' when calling.
Traditionally in Welsh, for the vocative, the initial sounds of certain nouns are
changed. welsh for 'god', 'duw' [dyu], would be pronounced with an initial
voiced 'th' [d] sound rather than an initial 'd' [d] wl-ren praying, for example. ln
Arabic the particle r., 'ya' [ja] is added before a noun to rndicate calling. ln
English we do not have a special form change for names when cailing, but
we do have a special particle, 'o', as in 'o John, where are you?' or classically
'O Romeo Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo?, (meaning, b Ror"o, Romeo,
why are you [called] Romeo' (Romeo And Juriet 2 ii: 53)). We arso use a
rising and falling intonation, lengthening the stressed syllable when we call
to someone or something from afar. This intonation patiern is unique to that
linguistic environment and helps listeners and others recognise who is being
addressed (even if you're just calling for your cat).

9.5.1 Pronouns, politeness and powen

Relationships can also be encoded through use of special pronouns. Some
languages allow for a polite/informal distinction amongst second person
pronouns,'you'in standard English. French has'tu'[ty] as informal and,vous'
[vu] as formal, welsh 'ti' [ti] as informal, 'chi' [xi] as formal, German ,du' 

[du]
as informal and 'Sie' [zi], in Finnish 'sina'[sine] is informal, and ,te'[te] formal.
Deciding whether to use formal or informal pronouns can be quite a compli-
cated social procedure, which involves weighing up how well you know an
individual, how formal the environment is, and whether you want to show
solidarity with or distance from your addressee. lt may be thought of as
similar io the decision to use someone's full name and tiile or just fist name
or nickname in English. Use of the inappropriate pronoun can lead to your
addressee feeling you are trying to be too familiar, or thinking you are
unfriendly, dependlng on the context.

Pronouns can also be a way of creating and reinforcing group identities
and displaying power. For exampre, a doctor may cail on the power of their
profession when giving a diagnosis, through use of the plural pronoun ,we,:

'we feel you should follow this treatment option'. or a teacher may say ,We

think it is best for you to retake this class' when it is likely in factio be the

\\d.*%.
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opinion of just one individual. Use of 'we' here allows the speaker to

metaphorically take more authority, to show their interlocutor they should be

obeyed. Additionally, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, classifying individu-

als as lrke'us' and like'them' allows the speaker to focus in on similarities or

differences between themselves, their listeners and others in the world.

These uses for pronouns help to create boundaries around behaviour, they

act as markers to help us manage and coordinate complex social relation-

ships. lf you recognise your culiure has an 'us' and 'them' divide and see

yourself as f itting into one of these groups, such as 'criminal' and 'law-abider',

that may influence your behaviour. You may do things to live up to or down

to your label; this is arguably a type of linguistic determinism. Pronouns

serve as a shorthand for these divisions.

9.6 LANGUAGE VARIATION: SryLE

As you become used to your own society's language norms, you become

aware that certain types of talk are prestigious in certain social contexts. For

example, when you go to a job interview you would use more formal language

than you would when talking with friends. You change the way you talk to
conform to ihe language norms of the context you find yourself in' Adopting

the style, or shifting your talk towards a style which has prestige within a

certain domain of use, can be a way of attempting to gain power in that

domain.
ln the mid 1990s, a Canadian rapper called Snow had an international

hit with the song 'lnformer'. Snow was a white reggae artist from Toronto in

Canada but adopted a Caribbean English pronunciation when he rapped

and sang, and included Jamaican Creole vocabulary such as 'irie' [airi], to

mean 'good', in his songs. Snow chose not to use his native Canadian

English for singing, Caribbean English has prestige in the domain of reggae

music, as it is the code through which the genre originated. Knowing that
and borrowing that form, Snow was trying to make his audience think of his

music as more like that of previously successful reggae artists. Caribbean

English was used in an attempt to reference success and power in that
domain.

Linguists have looked at exactly this issue, though in a different time

and place. Peter Trudgill (1983a) looked at the Americanisation of accent

for British performers during the 1960s and 1970s. He found that at the

start of their careers, groups such as the Rolling Stones and the Beatles,

used dialect features such as post vocalic'r', making their language more

like American English than British. He noted that American English had

prestige in the domain of rock and roll and adopting features of American

English may have been a way to reference legitimacy and success in that
domain, Trudgill (1 9B3a) also noted that as these performers'careers devel-

oped, they began using their native dialect features wiih greater frequency.

As their power in the domain of rock and roll increased, there was less of a
need to modify their linguistic forms.
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9.6.1 Theories of stYle shifting

As the discipline of sociolinguistics has developed, different ideas about how

perception and production Jt ,tytu functions have held sway' Labov (1972a)

lxprai'neo 
,style, in relation to the at.tention paid to speech by the speaker. The

less attention paid, the more informal the si.tuaiion - that is, ihe more unguarded

the speech, the closer to the vernacular the speech was said .to 
be For

example, we tend to pay much less attention to our speech among friends and

much more if we were reading written text aloud' Labov's department store

ItrJV ff 966) (see section 8,411) measured style in this way, by asking sales

.turx, io repeat their response to his queries to measure the socially variable

i.nrn.iut,on of ,r, after a vowel in New york city. This repetition meant that

Labou *as able to gather two styles of speech and compare pronuncia'iions

between the first casual response, and the second more careful response' By

looking at any differences tetween the two, he could say something about

which"forms were prestigious or powerful in more formal contexts'

There are other thirigs that alier the kind of language we use with others'

AlanBell(1984)showe'dthatattentionpaidtospeechwasnotenoughto
explain siyle shifting, and developed a theory of audience design' His study

of il"]" tungrug" ,r"d by DJs *ottoing in a New Zealand radio station showed

that the ,]utJ inOluiaril, *h"n broadcasting to a local audience' was more

likely to use different pronunciations of 't' than when they were broadcasting

toanationalaudience.TheexpectationtheDJshadforwhattheiraudience
wereusedtohearinginalocalornationalcontextwasenoughtochangethe

f.nrn.iations thosJ DJs used. Bell argued thai the DJs associated certain

lronunciations with certain types of audiences' Sounding 't' as a voiced stop'

so that ,writel would sound liie ,rider" was more common in the broadcasts

forthelocalradiostation.Usingthispronunciationwasassociatedwith
non.standardspeakerslocally.Th-us,inlessformalbroadcastcontexts'such
asalocalshow,whereDJswantedtoshowsolidaritywithlocalvernacular
rp*X"", they would use the linguistic form they associated with that group'

Whenbroadcastingonthenationalradiostation,however,thispronunciation
WaSUsedmuchless.TheDJsweredesigningtheirspeechtowardstheir
perceived expectations of their audience, a type of accommodation' Giles

and Powesland (1975) write that accommodation:

canberegardedasanattemptonthepartofthespeakertomodifyor
disguisehispersonainordertomakeitmoreacceptabletotheperson
addressed ... One effect of the convergence of speech patterns is that

itallowsthesendertobeperceivedasmoresimilartothereceiverthan
wouldhavebeenthecasehadhenotaccommodatedhisstyleof
speaking in this manner' But in addition' speech accommodation may

be a derice by the speaker to make himself better unders'LoiiU, 
, Un,

There are limitations to the audience design theory of style shifting however'

S.niriinl-f.tes (2007) notes that speakeis will sometimes change their talk
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in a way that doesn't directly relate to the needs of their audience, neither
promoting solidarity through accommodation nor promoting social distance
through non-accommodation. A speaker may change their style to show
affinity with a group which is not present even in the imagined audience for
their talk. A speaker may use features associated with a group because of
their own relation to the group. For example, if a police officer witnessed an

extraordinary event such as a UFO flying overhead, he may use occupation-
related register when describing it to a journalist, in the following way: 'l was
proceeding towards the vehicle when I saw it', rather than 'l was walking
towards the car when I saw it'. His choice of words would be related to
identity as a police officer rather than attention paid io speech or design for
the journalist, his audience.2 A 'speaker design' theory allow us to explore
further faciors that influence the way people talk,

Schilling-Estes (2007: 389) staies ihat when style in language is

understood in terms of speaker design, then it becomes clear that identity is

not fixed, but something that can be reshaped and constructed, as language
varies according to context and also changes according to how the speaker
wants to be perceived. A speaker may adopt the style of a group they wish
to be seen as a member of, regardless of the effect this may have on their
interlocutor. They may also attempt to create and reinforce new local

I

Read the following extract from the Police Service in Northern lreland,
written in Ulster Scots, a language of Northern lreland closely related to
English. Read the extract aloud, and then attempt to translate it into
English wiih the help of the brief glossary beneaih the text. Ulster Scots
has faced difficulties in gaining acceptance as a written language as

some think features of the language are simply informal or local variants
of English, As an English speaker, are there features in the text you
wouldn't associate with an official or formal register? What are they?
How does the way you think about identity and language influence your
perception of Ulster Scots?

Wittins anent the Polis Service in Norlin Airlan in the Ulster Scots
The Polis Service o Norlin Airlan is aa sat for makkan Norlin

Airlan saufer, wi progressive, professional polisin. We ar ettlet at
makkan our services apen tae the haill commontie. We hae sat
contact wittins and heid screeds furth ablo. Gin ye be needin onie
farder wiitins in yer ain leid, obleeged gif ye wad get ahauld o us.

(www,ps n i,pol ice.u k,/u lster-scots.pdf)
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Think about the motivation for the .ummmmm, in the following sentence: 
;!

'1, ummmmm, don't like them''

How could this filler could be caused by audience design? what else

could it be caused bY?

sociolinguistic norms' lt is important to consider the multifaceted and

moveable nature of the froduction of linguistic identity. ldentity is a changing

and evolving concept, rather than a statrc one' where even long-standing

social categories may Oe lonsiOeted more or less important by an individual

in different contexts over the course of their lifetime'

Beliefsaroundhowlanguageandsocialstructureinteractcanallow
individuals to adopt a particu'iar itun." towards language use. once group

language use association' u'u fixed, individuals may make short-term use of

featuresassociated*itf'trt"'"groupsinordertoreferenceassociationwith
tf.,ui grorp or to demonstratJtfreir fam'iarity with that group, Rampton

irggEl, iiscrssing Creole use by non-Black lnildren 1 -t-oi1::,:ot 
t"'o

domains of 'toughnes.io''tooln"ts', calls this phenomenon crossing (see

section 6.8).
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Read the following sentences' Note down which ones might be used by

u nutiu" speaker o1 English. Answers are found at the end of the chapter.

Whatinyourownexperiencetellsyouwhetheralinguisticform.counts'
as signailing native speaker identity?

1. We hate going there anymore'

2. You might could get one'

3. A: I like cake
B: So don't l, I like cake too'

4.1'llbetherejustnow,l'lltrytogeithereafterlfinishallthiswork'
5. These clothes need cleaned'

6. I'm stuffed, l'm after eating lunchl

9.7 PRODUCTION OF GROUP IDENTITIES

Language can be the means of classifying individuals into groups' and a

means by which we express our group identity' One way of looking at group

u*j"r.ion through language is the way even groups of people with nothing

much in common in terris of ug", ethnicrty and so on' may develop their own

*,v'"t'p"akingwitl.reach"other'Ouantitativesociolinguistsfindthat
aroundtheworld,languagevariationcanbeassociatedwithidentityfeatures'
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A nice example of how language can be used to delineate group identity
comes from sign language practices in Northern lreland. Historical religious
disputes in the region means that Ca'iholic and Protestant communities
today interact separately in many contexts. Woll and Sutton Spence (2007)
recount how Briiish Sign Language is used by the Protestant deaf commu-
nity in Northern lreland, and lrish Sign language by the Catholic deaf
community. They state that the two languages are not related to each other,

nor are they related to English. Use of one or the other sign languages
correlates here with religious affiliation.

A similar, though less extreme example, exists for Northern lrish English.

McCafferty found that for the production of the diphthong [iol, identity as

Protestant or Catholic influenced pronunciation (McCafferiy 1999). This is
found in words such as'face'. Penelope Gardner-Chloros (1997) found that
in the French bilingual city of Strasbourg, choosing to use Alsatian German

or French in department stores transactions depended upon how social class

and age interacted. ln her study of a suburban Detroit high school in the US,

Penelope Eckert (1989) found that high school students created local social

and groupings locks' and 'burn-outs' unrelated to the class or group affilia-
tion of their parents (see section 8.5.1). Membership in these localgroups is

linked to use of urban Detroit language variables. Finally, Mees and Collins
(1999) found that gender and social class influenced use of glottal stop in
place of 't' in Cardiff English. ldentity and language use form a complex web
in the creation and display of social categories. ln order to show your group

affiliation through language, first you need to be aware of what certain
linguistic forms may indicate. This might not be straightforward. Eckert points

out that the same feature can have various meanings ihat depend on the
speaker and the context. Looking at marked pronunciation oI /t/ aI the end

of words, she notes that it can be used by Americans to reference British
English, by 'nerd' girls to ideniify as intelligent, and by Orthodox Jewish
children to demonstrate qualities of masculine intelligence (2003:50).

Social theorists also consider the way that production of new identities
can be handled. For example Hebdige (1979) discusses the concept of
'bricolage', or the use of cultural symbols with an agreed meaning in a new
way to produce a new identity. For his analysis of punk rock style, a symbol

such as a Mohawk haircut is an example of bricolage. The haircut was origi-
nally associated with a group of Native Americans, but was then appropri-
ated by punk rockers, allowing them to create a new identity with ihe existing
symbol. Another linguistic example would be the use of 'he' by lesbians or
'she' by gay men 'to refer to a fellow gay person. Here the symbol is the
pronoun, and its appropriation helps to create a common identity, not one

where gender identity is in question, but where non-majority culture sexual-
ity is recognised.

lndividuals who come together to per{orm some behaviour or engage in

a common activity form a community of practice, where, whilst engaging
in that activity, they create and reinforce their social identity (Holmes and

Meyerhoff, 1999; see also section 8.5). Part of this activity and identity is
related to language use, Labov's (1972b) early work on the language of
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gang members inspired this conception of linguistic identity. He found there
was a positive correlation between embracing group values, being part of
the social core of a group, and the frequency of use of Iinguistic variables
associated with that group. He found that for gang members in New York
City, those on the periphery of the gang used fewer linguistic features
associated with gang culture than those in core social positions.

9.7.1 Perception and linguistic identities

Theorising about"ihe perception of linguistic variation begins with Labov's
(1964) ideas about how important linguistic difference is to speakers, Labov
divides linguistic variables into indicators and markers, depending on
whether speakers who use these forms style shift when using them. An
indicator describes variation which is obvious to those who are external to a
social group as marking out that group. lndicators are not socially evaluated
by members within that group. These forms do not show style shifting - that
is, they don't change, regardless of whether the context is casual or formal.
This contrasts with a marker, which is language variation subject to style
shifting because it is evaluated socially by the in-group. An example of a
marker would be the use of glottal stop and 't' in many varieties of British
English. Speakers are aware that in more formal contexts use of 't' is
preferred to glottal stop. lt is evaluated as showing greater powerJ and so
speakers may modify their speech accordingly,

Finally, a stereotype, according to Labov, is when the association with
a variable becomes so well known and has attracted such negative or
archaic associations that the form is actively avoided by in-group speakers.
Labov cites ihe traditional 'oi' pronunciation of ir' in New York City English
as an example; 'thoidy-toid street' for 'thirty-third street', For those outside
New York City, this is a shorthand way of referencing a New York accent,
though not in fact much used by New York speakers anymore. Another
stereotype would be the use of the term 'bobby'for police officer in British
English. The term is rarely if ever used by British speakers but is still used
as a shorthand by outsiders, non-British English speakers, to reference this
community's dialect. lts popularity as a stereotype dates from a time when
the term was current in British English and became widely known to all
English speakers.

Out-group awareness very much determines the status of a form as
indicator, marker or stereotype. Johnstone (2009) notes that it is only when
in-group members notice that their community's variety is different from
outsiders' talk that a new way of referencing locai identity through language
becomes available to those speakers. Johnstone notes how this heightened
awareness of the difference between in-group and out-group talk took hold
for her Pittsburgh Pennsylvania informants from the 1960s onwards:

Pittsburghers could then begin to vary the usage of regional forms in
their own speech, depending on whai they need to accomplish, or were
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heard as accomplishing in interaction: whether they were trying to
sound more local or supra-local, more careful or more relaxed, more
working class or less so.

(2009: 1 2)

It is only through perception of groups'linguistic difference that styles can
emerge. lf people don't notice the difference, it can't be used to demonstrate
iden'tity. Sometimes noticing difference works against social cohesion. Jack
K. Chambers (2002) discusses a phenomenon where social group affilia-
tion seems to inhibit any perception of linguistic difference. Chambers notes
the seemingly widely experienced, though little-noted phenomenon of cases
where difference exists but it is not noticed at all, He illustrates this with the
case of 'Ethan', a native speaker of English in Toronto Canada, who was not
able to hear the non-native variety that his parents spoke.

Ethan was well into his school years before he was consciously aware
that his parents' English was foreign-accented. This, too, is typical of
children raised in households where the parents are fluent ESL [English
as a Second Language] speakers. The innate [accent] filter works so
efficaciously as to inure the developing native speakers to sounds and
forms thai would be false steps in the acquisition process as the children
go about acquiring the indigenous accent of their peers. Accordingly,
instead of Iearning to ignore the foreign-accent features in their parents'
speech, a presumably tedious process, children simply fail to hear them.
Consequently, they fail to recognize their parents' speech as different
from their own.

(Chambers 2OO2: 117)

Chambers's account, 'The Ethan Experience', highlights the importance of
social cohesion between parent and child, as well as noting that this can
override the perception of linguistic differences between the parents' talk
and the child's talk. Perception of difference seems to be governed by social
distance.

9.8 SUMMARY

ln this chapter we looked at how naming practices, pronoun use, dialect and
style contribute to the creation of linguistic identities. We also examined
how identity is a complex construction of agentive group membership and
reaction to classification by o'thers and how linguists attempt to study the
ways in which we categorise the world through identity Iabelling. ldentity
encompasses ihese and other issues discussed in chapters on gender, age
ethnicity and social class and language standardisation,
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ANSWERS TO ACTIVITY 9.5

m
m
m

All the examples are native speaker constructions,

1. This is used by speakers in Ohio/Pennsylvania in the US; 'anymore'

means 'nowadays'.
2. This is used by Southern speakers, especially in North/South Carolina

ln the US. The use of two modals is a way of mitigating modality even

more than the use of one would do.

3. Used in Southeastern New England in the US; 'so don't l' means the

same as 'so do l'.

4. This is from South African English; lust' means an indeterminate time in

the future.
5. This is found in various local dialects including parts of Scotland and

Pittsburgh in the US.

6. This is found in lrish English, where 'after' means 'just finished'.
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A Festschrtft f or Malcolm Coulthard, Routledge: London, 1 83- 1 95.
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